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1 Introduction

We present a self-supervised deep learning approach to take an input ink map of a desired texture, and infer robotic paint commands to produce that texture,
for instance with a quadrotor [1]. We analyze the trade-offs between reconstruction quality and ease of execution. Our method is general for different kinds of
robotic paint delivery systems, with an emphasis on spray painting. More generally, the framework can be viewed as an approach for solving a specific class
of inverse imaging problems.

2 Method overview
Learning to paint presents multiple scalability advantages relative to optimization with simulators and constant feedback mechanisms. To learn spray commands, we
design a differentiable spray simulator that mimics the behavior of robotic painting systems. We discretize the space of spray patterns as well as the space of
possible spraying locations to make a convolutional-type spray simulator possible. This (non-trained) differentiable simulator is enclosed in a deep autoencoder [2]
CNN as the decoder part, and the encoder’s output thus generates the spray commands driving the robot, as internal network activations.

Fig. 1. The encoder is made up of a wide ResNet architecture containing a sequence
of res-blocks. The blocks are constituted of 2D convolutions and ReLU activation layers
with skip connections. The output is then passed through an affine mapping to shift the
distribution of activation values similar to a batch normalization. This affine mapping
allows for a varied output in the range [0,1] after passing through the sigmoid
activation. The average pooling followed by upsampling with zero filling is only used
when sparsity is to be imposed. The decoder scales the spray pattern magnitudes and
applies our version of a spray simulator. The largest magnitude can be mapped in the
physical world to the longest spray duration before droplets are formed.

4 Conclusion
3 Results and discussion
Imposing an overall training loss that incorporates both the reconstruction quality of the autoencoder as
well as TV smoothness loss [3] on the intermediate feature maps representing the spray commands
allows for a trade-off between quality (evaluated with MSE and SSIM [4]) and ease of execution in terms
of command smoothness (Fig. 2, 3). We also assess ease of execution in terms of command sparsity for
different scales of spray patterns (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Effect of increasing smoothness loss
vertically (TV1) or horizontally (TV2) on
reconstruction quality in terms of MSE and SSIM.

Fig. 3. Effect of increasing smoothness loss on
the smoothness of painting commands,
vertically, horizontally, and in average directions.

Fig. 4. Effect of sparsity in commands on the
reconstruction quality, for different scales of spray
pattern sizes.

We present a method for inferring spray
paint commands to paint a desired
texture, specified as an input image. Our
self-supervised approach does not require
training data beyond an easy-to-obtain
unlabeled texture image dataset, and is
generalizable to any paint application
method. Only a one-time training is
required for a new robotic painting system,
and painting commands can be inferred
for any image with no further processing.
Our approach could also be:
- applied to image inverse problems such
as deblurring, deconvolution, or dehazing
[5], if the simulation is made differentiable.
- used for domain adaptation [6], as the
autoencoder produces a style transfer,
generating not an image in a spraypainted style, but from the actual spray
patterns of a pre-defined paint system.
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